
 

Learning Session 13/12/2018 
Topic: Young Adults – Engaging future generations to Partnership and develop new 

leaders 
 

Hadera-Eiron /Southeast US Consortium 
 
The challenge /The Need 

1. Regional challenge - the need to create a younger leadership on both sides. 

2. American Challenge - The need to involve the younger generation in the US with Israel 

(Graduates of Birthright is not enough). 

3. The Challenge of Interest - In what we are different from other leadership programs - this 

program is unique by dealing with World Jewry. Finding a meaningful program for BOTH 

Americans and Israelis - finding the right issues, including leadership and Jewish subject, 

working with the elephants in the room.  

4. Wanting to create a long-term program that will engage the participants for several months, 

not only through a one-time meeting, and will enable a deepening of the relationship. 

The Process   

What we did to build the program 

1. We studied existing programs, in the world of partnerships and in general, and developed our 

own to meet our needs: a serious program on the one hand but light and fun on the other, 

flexible schedules, use of resources, use of advanced communication technology, use of two 

languages. 

2. We have located a content company that will build the lessons based on texts, Jewish heritage 

and identity, and responsibility for the existence of a Jewish world on a personal, communal 

and global level. 

3. We built the concept of a joint seminar in Israel (thinking that our basic goal is bringing as 

much as possible to the country first) but when it turned out that we could not recruit a large 

number of American participants (money + availability) we moved the meeting for a weekend 

in the US and labeled it RETREAT to be appealing to this age group. 

4. We recruited Americans first and compared the number of Israelis in order not to have too 

many Israelis and to disappoint them. 

5. Two members of an Israeli steering committee accompanied the project and passed through 

youth centers and regional Facebook groups and interviewed interested parties. 



 

6. We understood that the goals of the program are different for each community in relation to 

the expected local impact (impact on the number of recruits, opportunities for local 

volunteering and involvement in the Federation / P2G). 

The solution/Result: 

1. The whereabouts of the Mifgash was less the issue but more about the visibility of it to 

happen.  

2. The program created great connections, especially through the Retreat (Mifgash) but not 

just. The one on one discussions started from the lesson plans but some time had their 

own way.  

3. The Israelis come as a cohesive group that knows and meets a number of meetings in 

Israel. Americans come from individual communities - it is a challenge to build a 

community among Americans in a consortium although there is a huge added value for the 

Americans to meet between themselves. . 

4. The study program produces pairs of friends, the meeting generates a reference group, the 

power of thinking and action - the Nashville group raised the second RETREAT, the groups 

initiated and joined to light a Chanukah candle shared by the SKYP. 

5. The program in the US exposed Israelis to the diversity of American Judaism and the 

community structure and philanthropy. 

6. The program connected the people on a high personal level, from the assessment we 

made, it seems that the connection to this group of affiliation was more significant than a 

connection to the personal Jewish identity. 

7. The program exposed participants to Israelis more than Israel. In the second cycle, the 

Israeli participants "brought some from Israel" with them and were given a platform to talk 

and tell. 

8. After two meetings in the US, there are now enough "program graduates" who wish to 

attend a joint seminar in Israel (within the framework of the third program) and also have 

the added value of coming to meet their friends whom they miss. 

9. Some of the participants in the program are active in various fields, in partnership and in 

general. 

The presenters:  

* Maya Shoham – P2G Director. mayash@jafi.org  

jilla@jewishjacksonville.org. P2G Coordinator, Jewish Federation of Jacksonville -Jill Abel*  

 


